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During 16 years in the Royal Navy, Richard worked for the
Royal Family, served as the Propulsion Officer of HMS Ark
Royal and conducted aid work in Nepal and Montserrat.
He was Project Manager at the Commonwealth Games
and also worked with excluded young people on a groundbreaking youth exclusion project in East Manchester.
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A Chartered Marine Engineer by trade who chose to focus
on people and the soft skills of leadership. A qualified
Mountain Leader and certified Coach Practitioner
(INLPTA) who focuses on people’s personal development
in the workplace and in the great outdoors. He has also
worked for Smith & Nephews pharmaceuticals, TaywoodSanta Fe (offshore gas rig construction division of Taylor Woodrow) and Vickers
Offshore.
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Richard is a very proficient executive coach and is certified to deliver Myers-Briggs
(MBTI), the Strength Deployment Inventory (SDI) and the Margerison-McCann Team
Management Profile (TMS) as well as many other tools. He is a Neuro-Linguistic
Programming (NLP) Practitioner as well as being an associate trainer for The Register
of Engineers for Disaster Relief (RedR).
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Richard has a plethora of stimulating stories from expeditions, his time with the Royal
Family, his Royal Navy deployments, time working in Hong Kong as well as CSR style
project work from South America, Africa and Asia as well as the 87 countries he has
so far visited.
His experience has included blue chips and SMEs globally in the sectors of banking,
petrochemicals, construction services, high street retail, defence, the public sector,
health and several aid agencies.
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Chris Weeks - Director of DHL's Global Disaster Response Teams said:
"Many thanks for your great course, delivered with thought and passion for the
subject."
This is what DHL said Richard’s recent bespoke course delivered to energize,
motivate and train the new Airport Emergency Team in Dubai and Disaster Response
Teams in Singapore and Miami. The teams were set up as a result of a partnership
agreement between the United Nations (UNDP & UNOCHA) and Deutsche Post
World Net (DPWN) to deliver logistics support at the inbound airport following any
sudden onset disaster. DPWN are the parent company of DHL.
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